
SPOTLAND AND FALINGE AREA FORUM
Thursday, 16 June 2016

MINUTES

Present: A. Foster, C. Dodgson, B. Holden, J. Moss, J & J Fleming, B. Oldfield, B. Todd,       D. 
Riley, B. Patterson, H. Kay, D. Kay, A. Thornly, Mr & Mrs Barlow, P. Bradley, C. Faulkner, M. Coats, 
D. Abdul, A. Meek, A. Belfield, J. Belfield, A. Lamforth, R. Heap, P. Lockley, M. Oliver, S. Claxton, 
Mr & Mrs Forden, P. Massey (Chair).

Officers: PC Jones (GMP) and G. Finch (Township & Engagement Officer)

Councillors: C. Biant, S. Biant & W. Cocks

Apologies: D.Holden, A. Rawsterne and M. Rashid

48 INTRODUCTIONS & APOLOGIES/CODE OF CONDUCT
Mr P Massey chaired the meeting.

All were welcomed to the meeting and the Chair referred all attendees to the code of 
conduct and asked everyone to abide by the code for the duration of the meeting.

Apologies had been received from M. Rashid, A. Rawsterne and D. Holden.

49 GREATER MANCHESTER POLICE INCLUDING PACT MEETING
PC Jones attended the meeting for this item.

The Forum was informed that the following incidents had been reported during the last 
three months:

Domestic Burglary 19 

Burglary other than a dwelling 23

Theft from motor vehicle 20

Theft of motor vehicle 10

The Forum was informed that one of the Town’s prolific offenders has been jailed recently 
therefore domestic burglary figures may drop.

GMP are aware of youths causing anti-social behaviour on Denehurst Park and have 
conducted regular patrols in the area which has seen a reduction in the area.

Traffic Officers have been asked to patrol the Ward in an attempt to combat speeding 
vehicles and anti-social driving. There are plans to use the community speedwatch kit over 
the coming weeks.

GMP are meeting with United Utilities next week to discuss off-road bikes and future 
operations to address this problem.



A resident had asked that reports of drug dealing and speeding vehicles on Holmes Street 
be reported. Chaseley Road was also identified as suffering from drug dealing.

The Forum was reminded that it is important that incidents of criminal activity were reported 
on the appropriate numbers, as highlighted below:

You should always call 999 in an emergency

Call 101 to report a non-emergency incident or make a general enquiry

You can contact your local neighbourhood team by telephone or email

Telephone: 0161 856 9961

Email: rochdalenorth@gmp.police.uk

50 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING/MATTERS ARISING/UPDATES
The minutes of the Area Forum held on Thursday 25th February 2016 were approved as a 
correct record subject to the following changes:

Remove: The Forum was informed that consultation had been undertaken with young 
people about the skate park and it’s siting. Young people had indicated they preferred Ings 
Lane.

Minute should read: The Forum was informed that consultation had been undertaken with 
young people about the skate park and it’s siting. Young people had indicated they 
preferred a skate park. 

Additional narrative:

A resident commented that they could not believe supposed responsible persons would 
recommend the siting of the skate park to be in an area to attract even more young children 
where there is already known drug dealing activity. Surely this will only compound an 
already problem of anti-social behaviour that residents find unacceptable.

There were no matters arising however the following updates were provided:

1. The Township and Engagement Officer informed the Forum that he had not been 
able to find out why a small pocket of land on Spotland Road had been fenced off.

However a resident stated he had contacted the Council about this and been told 
that someone had slipped.

The Township and Engagement Officer was asked to investigate this matter further.

2. The Township and Engagement Officer informed the Forum that no progress had 
been made regarding the request for additional bins to be placed on Churchill Street. 
The main reason for this is when this issue was raised initially, Ward Funds were 
unknown. However now that funding for the Ward is known this issue will now be 
investigated.



3. Copies of the Council’s current Policy on disabled parking bays was made available 
to residents.

4. A representative from Prickshaw and Broadley Fold Conservation Area informed the 
Forum that a recent constructive meeting with the Council had been held.

5. Rooley Moor Neighbourhood Forum will be holding a launch event on Sunday 14th 
August 2016. 

51 OPEN FORUM
 The following issues were raised during the Open Forum:

1. A resident asked if the bollards on Churchill Street, near to Meanwood School could 
be re-positioned to stop cars/bikes from accessing the pavement.

The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to investigate this further.

2. Ownership of the hedges on Ings Lane, close to the library was queried.

The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to investigate this further.

3. A resident asked if alleygates could be installed on the pathway that leads from 
Ullswater Avenue to Ings Lane to combat anti-social behaviour issues.

The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to investigate this further.

4. A resident asked why double yellow lines had been introduced on both sides of 
Hudson Walk. They also queried if any consultation with residents had taken place.

The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to investigate this further.

5. Meanwood School Fencing

The Township and Engagement Officer explained to the Forum that progress with 
the above had been slow.

It was explained that an estimate of £20k had been received for the remediation 
work required on the fencing and its subsequent installation. However the design to 
reduce the finial spike on the fencing had recently been rejected by Health and 
Safety as it was still deemed dangerous. As a consequence the Township and 
Engagement Officer was attempting to find a solution to this situation.

It was also explained that the Council’s Conservation Officer was unaware of any 
funding opportunities therefore it would be necessary at some stage to identify 
funding streams.

In addition because of the current situation no decisions had been taken about any 
future siting of the fencing. The Township and Engagement Officer was aware that a 
number of potential sites had been identified by the Forum over recent months 
however no progress had been made at this moment in time.



The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to keep the Forum informed of 
progress.

 
6. Dellar Fold / Dellar Street

The Township and Engagement Officer informed the Forum that he had recently had 
meetings with representatives of Dellar Fold Management Company and a resident 
who was representing residents of numbers 66-92 Edenfield Road. The meetings 
were in connection with the possible introduction of a traffic calming measure along 
‘the lane’ which joins Dellar Street with Churchill Street.

Concerns had been raised about ‘the lane’ being used as a cut through by vehicles, 
primarily to drop children off at the nearby school. It was also explained that some 
drivers travel down ‘the lane’ at speed.

It was explained that the request was a difficult one to progress for a variety of 
reasons:

- Residents did not necessarily agree that a problem existed

- Residents wanted different outcomes – bollards / barrier

- Part of ‘the lane’ was adopted whilst a section was unadopted

- Part of ‘the lane’ was Council owned whilst residents of 66-92 Edenfield Road 
partly owned the land.

- There was a covenant on Dellar Street which prohibited the accessway being 
blocked or obstructed.

- 92 Edenfield Road is a business which has parking provision at the rear.

- Bollards had been placed in the area previously but had been subsequently 
removed.

The nearby school had also been contacted about the proposals and had provided a 
statement which was conveyed to the Forum (see below):

‘We apologise that we are not able to attend the forum tonight but please accept this 
statement on behalf of Meanwood Primary School.  

Thank you to Mr Heap for meeting with representatives from school to discuss issues on 
‘The Lane’ and for a copy of the ‘Discussion document for lane closure options affecting 66 
to 92 Edenfield Road’.   After giving this matter due consideration, we feel it necessary to 
submit our concerns to this proposal. 

We agree that reducing traffic, speed and inconsiderate parking around this area is 
necessary, this being the same problem around all of our school.  We also appreciate that 
some of our parents use the lane to drive through and park, but other than ask them 
regularly not to do, we cannot enforce this. 



We agree that some form of barrier system blocking off the lane, would ease some of the 
concerns and issues suffered by residents.  However, we don’t feel that the proposed 
solutions would create a safer area for our children and parents.

Blocking off one or both ends of the lane would create an issue with cars turning around on 
the lane or on Churchill Street, making this small area even more congested.  If the barrier 
was installed at Dellar Street end of the lane, we would also experience cars reversing out 
of the lane into Churchill Street, which would create a greater risk to pedestrians.  

As a school, the safety of our children is our priority and these solutions will help with 
residents but would not make for a safer area for our children’. 

The Township and Engagement Officer also informed the Forum that Highways would 
support the installation of some kind of traffic calming measure on the adopted highway 
section only. 

Following a lengthy debate about this issue by residents it was agreed that:

- The Township and Engagement Officer investigate if the covenant can be 
removed from the accessway.

- A traffic survey be undertaken at the Churchill Street and Dellar Street ends of 
‘the lane’ to determine the extent of the problem.

7. A resident raised his concerns about the lack of progress being made with the TBA 
site and that he had recently attended a Rochdale Township meeting to ask if the 
site could be developed into a country park and that the Township Committee give 
up the idea of permitting housing development on the site due to concerns over 
asbestos contamination.

           It was explained that attempts had been made to progress the issue by 
           securing Central Government funding, however this had not 
           materialised. European Funding was another option that could be 
           explored.

           The Forum was aware that a land survey was being undertaken on the
           site and asked if the results of this survey would be made available to   
           the public.

           The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to investigate if these 
           results would be made available to the public.

8. A resident raised concerns over the current state of the old Church Inn site on 
Willbutts Lane.

It was explained that planning permission has been agreed for this site and the 
present owner of the site will have three years to complete the development. The 
Township and Engagement Officer will raise these concerns with the Enforcement 
Team.



9. Two suggestions were put forward as potential sites for the proposed skate park:

- To the rear of Daniel Fold, within a two minute walk of the Brotherod Community 
Centre. This site has plenty of spare land and good drainage adjacent to The Dell 
Play Area.

- On the old Oakenrod School site which could be developed and would be an 
easy observation point for the authorities, both of which are a comfortable twenty 
minute walk from the Innes Close development.

The Township and Engagement Officer agreed to forward these suggestions to 
Environmental Management.

52 AREA FORUM VENUES FOR FUTURE MEETINGS

The Township and Engagement Officer explained that the Chair (not present at the 
meeting) had asked for this item to be included on the agenda as he believed that 
consideration be given to holding Area Forum meeting at different locations in the Ward. 
The main reason for this was to provide an opportunity for constituents across the Ward to 
attend and engage with the Forum. Four suggested venues had been put forward – 
Spotland Methodist Church, Brotherod Community House, Spotland Community 
Association and Greave Residents Association – to accommodate the four Area Forum 
meetings.

Although the Forum understood the reasoning behind taking the Forum ‘on the road’ the 
consensus of opinion was to continue with the present venue.

Reasons put forward to support this view included:

- The present venue is good
- Parking facilities are available
- Area Forum attendance at the present venue is good
- There is a danger that attendance figures may drop if venues are changed.
- Spotland Methodist Church is a central location within the Ward.
- Why change if it’s working
- Additional work would be required to advertise / promote the fact that different 

venues where being used.

As a consequence of the above feelings it was agreed to defer using alternative venues for 
the present time.

53 MEMBERS/WARD FUNDS
It was explained to the Forum that £8k was available from Ward Funds whilst each Ward 
Councillor has a Members fund of £2k.

Information in connection with the projects / initiatives supported from Members Funds was 
made available to the Forum.

Rochdale Township Fund Terms and Conditions for 2016/17 were also made available to 
the Forum.



54 DATE & TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 29th September 2016
Spotland Methodist Church, Rooley Moor Road, OL12 7ES
7pm


